
-  The  original  and  the  best,  the  Sure  Grip-  The  original  and  the  best,  the  Sure  Grip  
Push/Rock  system  has  become  known  for  itsPush/Rock  system  has  become  known  for  its  
comfort, precision and overall safety.comfort, precision and overall safety.

-  Unlike  other  hand  controls  styles,  the-  Unlike  other  hand  controls  styles,  the  
push/rock  system  puts  the  operatingpush/rock  system  puts  the  operating  
handle  in  a  vertical  position;  the  driverhandle  in  a  vertical  position;  the  driver  
eases the handle back to accelerate andeases the handle back to accelerate and  
pushes  forward  to  brake.  This  uniquepushes  forward  to  brake.  This  unique  
rocking  motion  allows  full-range  brakingrocking  motion  allows  full-range  braking  
and acceleration with minimal hand traveland acceleration with minimal hand travel  
while  keeping  the  hand  in  a  naturalwhile  keeping  the  hand  in  a  natural  
position.position.

-   Sure  Grip’s  Push/Rock  controls  are-   Sure  Grip’s  Push/Rock  controls  are  
known for  having the easiest  gas in  theknown for  having the easiest  gas in  the  
industry today thus, allowing for hours ofindustry today thus, allowing for hours of  
fatigue  free  driving.  The  push/rock  stylefatigue  free  driving.  The  push/rock  style  
will  give  you  the  driving  experience youwill  give  you  the  driving  experience you  
have been longing for.have been longing for.

-  Sure  Grip  hand  control  designs  prevents-  Sure  Grip  hand  control  designs  prevents  
contact with legs or knees at higher speeds. Thecontact with legs or knees at higher speeds. The  
upright  handle  also  allows  the  installation  ofupright  handle  also  allows  the  installation  of  
controls in smaller vehicles or tight spaces othercontrols in smaller vehicles or tight spaces other  
controls  would  not  fit.  Controls  do  not  impedecontrols  would  not  fit.  Controls  do  not  impede  
pedal usepedal use..

AutoLock is a hand control accelerator lock out system exclusive to Sure Grip and its lineAutoLock is a hand control accelerator lock out system exclusive to Sure Grip and its line   
of hand controls. The AutoLock system locks out a hand controls accelerator function untilof hand controls. The AutoLock system locks out a hand controls accelerator function until   
either  a  manual  or  electronic  switch  is  used  to  release  the  control.  The  electroniceither  a  manual  or  electronic  switch  is  used  to  release  the  control.  The  electronic   
AutoLock automatically disables the accelerator when the vehicles engine is turned off.AutoLock automatically disables the accelerator when the vehicles engine is turned off.   
The ability to disable the accelerator function of the hand control not only decreases theThe ability to disable the accelerator function of the hand control not only decreases the  
chance of accidental use by those that share a mobility vehicle, but helps to prevent usechance of accidental use by those that share a mobility vehicle, but helps to prevent use   
by  those  unaware  of  the  controls  purpose  or  intended  use.  All  hand  controls  comeby  those  unaware  of  the  controls  purpose  or  intended  use.  All  hand  controls  come   
equipped with the manual AutoLock system, while the electronic AutoLock system can beequipped with the manual AutoLock system, while the electronic AutoLock system can be   
purchased and installed separately.purchased and installed separately.
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